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REPOSITION TO WIN
Navigating to Success in Any Economic Environment
Carla Harris
(Hudson St. Press, January 2015)
Business magnate Carla Harris follows up on her extremely
successful 2009 book EXPECT TO WIN with this bold new
career guide.

Lowenstein controls UK and
translation rights.

REPOSITION TO WIN presents a framework for success,
showing readers how to crystallize their next professional
move. In today’s job market one must be flexible and
willing to reposition themselves. Harris’s new strategies
highlight the way emerging technologies have massively
restructured, redefined, disrupted and destroyed some
industries and businesses, and gives a career-minded
individual the tools to switch gears in a rapidly shifting
market. This unique business book breaks down how to
plan your career in smaller adjustable modules rather than
putting all the effort into one potentially unstable track.

Previous Foreign Publishers:
China - Cheers
Carla Harris was just appointed by President Obama as Chairperson of the National Women’s
Business Council. Ms. Harris is a Managing Director and Senior Client Advisor at Morgan Stanley,
responsible for increasing client connectivity and penetration to enhance revenue generation
across the firm’s securities and wealth management businesses.
Ms. Harris was named by Fortune Magazine on the list of “The 50 Most Powerful Black Executives
in Corporate America”, U. S. Bankers Top 25 Most Powerful Women in Finance (2009, 2010,
2011), Black Enterprise’s Top 75 Most Powerful Women in Business (2010), to Black Enterprise
Magazine’s “Top 75 African Americans on Wall Street” (2006 – 2011), and to Essence
Magazine’s list of “The 50 Women Who are Shaping the World”, Ebony’s list of “15 Corporate
Women at the Top” and was named “Woman of the Year 2004” by the Harvard Black Men’s
Forum.

Praise for EXPECT TO WIN:
"I can't think of a book better suited to helping chart a sure path to
success. Whether you're seeking professional instruction or personal
inspiration, take my advice: put this book at the top of your reading
list."
-- Richard D. Parsons, former chairman of Citigroup,
former CEO/Chairman of Time Warner

T AND OTHER CATASTROPHES
The Surprising Science of Sex and Society
Cordelia Fine
(W. W. Norton, 2015)
Evolutionary Pyschology has long held that “our modern skulls house a
Stone Age mind”. In T AND OTHER CATASTROPHES, Cordelia Fine shows
that in fact we have evolved to be adaptive to local social conditions
– to be ‘wired for culture’ – giving us the incredible capacity for
behavioral diversity and flexibility in order to flourish in a bewildering
variety of social and physical settings.

Lowenstein controls rights.
DELUSIONS OF GENDER
Audio - Audible
UK – Icon
Germany – Klett-Cotta
Netherlands – Lannoo
Spain – Roca
Turkey – Sel
Brazil – Editora Pensamento
Romania – Nemira
Croatia - Algoritam
Korea – Humanist
Italy – Ponte alle Grazie
China (simplified) – Beijing
Guokr

Recent studies have shown that the functional and even structural
organization of the human brain is a continuous and dynamic process
that continues throughout life. An increasingly large body of research
has demonstrated the power of an individual’s behavior, the behavior
of others, and the social environment to influence brain and behavior
by changing the endocrine system itself. As a result, hormones like
testosterone – once thought of as the biological essence of a universal
and timeless masculinity – have instead come to be seen as
absolutely key in enabling behavior to change in response to the
environment, both in the short- and long-term.
T AND OTHER CATASTROPHES applies the new scientific
understandings of the brain, hormones and evolution to the
gender debate, and shows how viewing the topic through the
lens of contemporary scientific models transforms us, and
erodes the false boundary between ‘nature’ and ‘nurture’.
PRAISE FOR DELUSIONS OF GENDER:

A MIND OF ITS OWN
Audio - Audible
UK - Icon Books
Australia – Allen & Unwin
Japan – Soshisha
Taiwan – Locus
Italy – Mondadori
Israel – Aryeh Nir
Brazil – Bertrand
Germany – Elsevier
Portugal – Sinais de Fogo
Korea – Gongjin
Romania – Nemira
China – Bright Culture
Turkey – Sel
Poland – Wydawnictwo Pierwsze

“Whether or not you believed in hard-wired gender
differences before reading the book, it would be difficult
to complete it without feeling at least a healthy skepticism
about the role of biology in the way our lives play out. …A
forceful, funny new book.”
- Boston Globe
“I am so glad that someone has tackled all the new
reports of hard-wired sex differences that continue to
come out.”
– Professor Anne Fausto-Sterling, author of Myths of
Gender

DELUSIONS OF GENDER: How Our Minds, Society and
Neurosexism Create Difference
Cordelia Fine
(Norton)
DELUSIONS OF GENDER has been called a “fabulous combination
of wit, passion and scholarship…This marvelous and important
book will change the way readers view the gendered world”
(starred Publisher’s Weekly), “an admirably fluent review of a
gazillion brain-science studies” (ELLE), and “Like Robert Wright (The
Moral Animal), Fine’s greatest strength is her accessible voice and
clear structure” (Kirkus).

Lowenstein controls
translation/audio rights.
DELUSIONS OF GENDER
Audio - Audible
UK – Icon
Germany – Klett-Cotta
Netherlands – Lannoo
Spain – Roca
Turkey – Sel
Brazil – Editora Pensamento
Romania – Nemira
Korea – Humanist
Italy – Ponte alle Grazie
China (simplified) – Beijing Guokr
A MIND OF ITS OWN
Audio - Audible
UK - Icon Books
Australia – Allen & Unwin
Japan – Soshisha
Taiwan – Locus
Italy – Mondadori
Israel – Aryeh Nir
Brazil – Bertrand
Germany – Elsevier
Portugal – Sinais de Fogo
Korea – Gongjin
Romania – Nemira
China – Bright Culture
Turkey – Sel
Poland – Wydawnictwo Pierwsze

“…it’s not too late to read this book and see how
complex and fascinating the whole issue is. It’s really
not just a few steps from looking longer at moving
objects to aptitude in math, from gazing at faces to
mind reading.”
– New York Times
“Whether or not you believed in hard-wired gender
differences before reading the book, it would be
difficult to complete it without feeling at least a
healthy skepticism about the role of biology in the way
our lives play out. …A forceful, funny new book.”
- Boston Globe
“So you thought sexism was a thing of the past? A
growing number believe there’s an ‘immutable’
biological difference between the male and female
brain. But brain differences are no explanations for
why so few women are engineers and so few men go
into nursing. Packed with rich, scientific detail, Fine’s
argument is solid.”
- Newsweek
“I am so glad that someone has tackled all the new
reports of hard-wired sex differences that continue to
come out.”
– Professor Anne Fausto-Sterling, author of Myths of
Gender

“…passionate, insightful
and funny…gender
identity is all in the mind,
not the brain; in the
software, not the
hardware…”
Globe & Mail

“Fine debunks the myth
that men’s and women’s
brains are hardwired
differently.”
A MS Magazine
great read for summer

GIDEON’S SPIES
The Secret History of the Mossad – 7th Edition
Gordon Thomas
(St. Martin’s Press / March 2015)
Gideon’s Spies continues to gather new sales records. Now in
its seventh English-language edition it has been published in
Chinese, Korean and Indonesian. It was announced at the
Cannes Film Festival that Accolade Films of London has
acquired the motion picture rights.

Publisher controls
translation and audio rights.

Revised and updated for 2015, this classic includes the story
of how Mossad assassinated the Hamas terror commander in
Dubai in 2010, a look inside the modern Mossad training
school, the departure of long-serving Mossad chief Meir
Dagan and appointment of Tamir Pardo, Mossad’s failure to
provide the intelligence for the infamous Gaza flotilla raid,
and the unresolved murder of a Mossad spy in London.

UK - Pan Mac
Spain - Ediciones B
France - Editions Nouveau Monde
Netherlands - Uitgeverij Het Spectrum
Hebrew - Oram
China - Contemporary World
Korea - Sisa Media
Lebanon - Arab Scientifics
Turkey - Koridor
Previous Editions:
Germany – Droemer
Romania – ALL
Portugal – Prefacio
Livros
Czech Republic – Prah
Estonia – Olion
Slovene Republic – Ucila
Hungary – JLX
Israel – Oram
Turkey – Beyaz Balina
Russia - AST
Poland – Magnum
Bulgaria – Prozoretz
Japan – Kobunsha
China - Anhui People's
Taiwan – Triumph

OTHER TITLES BY GORDON THOMAS

THE POPE’S JEWS
The Vatican’s Secret Plan to Save Jews from the Nazis
Gordon Thomas
(St. Martin’s Press)
This revelatory account of how the Vatican saved
thousands of Jews during WWII shows why history must
exonerate "Hitler's Pope"
Accused of being “silent” during the Holocaust, Pope Pius
XII and the Vatican of World War II are now exonerated in
Gordon Thomas’s newest investigative work. Thomas’s
careful research into new, first-hand accounts reveal an
underground network of priests, nuns and citizens that
risked their lives daily to protect Roman Jews.

Publisher controls
translation and audio rights.
UK - Robson Press
World Spanish - Edhasa
France - Editions Toucan
Portugal - Casa das Letras
Poland - Weltbild
Czech Republic – Euromedia
Brazil – Geracao Editorial

Investigating assassination plots, conspiracies, and secret
conversions, Thomas unveils faked documentation,
quarantines, and more extraordinary actions taken by
Catholics and the Vatican. The Pope's Jews finally
answers the great moral question of the War: Why did
Pope Pius XII refuse to condemn the genocide of Europe's
Jews?

“[Thomas’s] book will ignite a contentious debate about the
interpretation of his evidence and Pius’s role during the Holocaust.”
-- Publishers Weekly
“With knowledge cultivated by the serious study of espionage,
Gordon Thomas sees though disinformation that has obscured the
view of others. With the determination of a great investigator, he
provides accounts that were previously unknown, and with
the writing skills of a best-selling author, he breathes life into the story
of Pope Pius XII and the Jews of World War II. The Pope's Jews is
a riveting account of an immensely important but often
misunderstood slice of history.”
-- Ronald J. Rychlak, author of Hitler, the War, and the Pope

THE BIG PICTURE
11 Laws That Will Change Your Life
Tony Horton
(HarperCollins, February 2014)
Workout master Tony Horton wasn’t always the inspiring and
energetic expert responsible for fitness phenomenon, P90X.
Tony faced his own challenges growing up, from being bullied
and struggling in school, to grappling with unhealthy habits and
a lack of personal and professional direction. Choosing to get
fit helped Tony to land on his feet—but that was only half the
battle. Tony learned that true happiness can’t be gained from
muscle mass or the number of reps you can do; true happiness
grows from the inside out.

Publisher controls UK,
translation and audio rights.

Now, in his first book that looks beyond the scope of daily
workouts, Tony shares his philosophy for living a better life. His 11
Laws provide a clear path to achieving your goals and getting
physically, mentally, and emotionally fit. Becoming a happy,
productive, and satisfied person is simple through Tony’s
advice, examples, and personal stories.

Fitness is the foundation of Tony’s Laws, but you’ll find that the principles of fitness can be applied to
all areas of life. Qualities of consistency, intensity, flexibility, and recovery, just a few of Tony’s Laws,
are as important outside the gym as they are inside it. You can use these laws to get fit and to
become a happier, more successful person—you won’t have to choose one over the other.

“Working out with Tony Horton is great fun. You never know what’s
coming at you next, and your brain and body are being
challenged in such a satisfying way that suddenly the session is
over and you can’t wait for the next one. The results are fast, and
you become happier, healthier, and more energetic.”
- Ewan McGregor, actor
"Doc Horton. He's the Master. There's a P90X army out there--it's
athletic and more explosive than any other, and he's leading it".
- Mike Golic, ESPN Radio's Mike & Mike in the Morning
"Let Tony guide you to the best physical shape of your life. He did it
for me with P90X. Decide, commit, use Tony."
- Jim Rome, The Jim Rome Show

OTHER TITLES BY TONY HORTON

THE TRUTH ABOUT STATINS: Risks and Alternatives to
Cholesterol-Lowering Drugs
Barbara H. Roberts, M.D.
(Gallery Books [Simon & Schuster])
Statins are some of the most commonly prescribed drugs
worldwide. But are they really a miracle cure for high
cholesterol and its attendant heart disease? Dr. Barbara H.
Roberts, director of the Women’s Cardiac Center at the
Miriam Hospital in Rhode Island, doesn’t think so.
THE TRUTH ABOUT STATINS discusses both the benefits and
health risks of these popular drugs. This comprehensive
guide finally reveals the questionable science behind the
research studies.
Offering clear-cut, easy-to-understand information in an
easily accessible fashion, Dr. Roberts explains how to take
the best possible care of the heart, including:
Lowenstein controls audio, UK and
translation rights.
Audio - Audible
Italy – Il Punto D’Incontro
Israel – Focus

* The keys to maintaining cardiovascular well-being
* How to interpret cholesterol numbers
* The frightening adverse effects of popular drugs
*Recipes for a delicious and heart-healthy diet.

Barbara H. Roberts, M.D., is Director of The Women’s
Cardiac Center at the Miriam Hospital in Providence, Rhode
Island. She is also an Associate Clinical Professor of Medicine
at the Alpert Medical School of Brown University. She spent
two years at the National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute of
the National Institutes of Health (NIH) where she was
involved in the first clinical trial that demonstrated a
beneficial effect of lowering cholesterol on the incidence of
heart disease. She is currently a principal investigator in
another NIH-sponsored trial of cholesterol-lowering therapy.

The Science of Sin:
The Psychology of the Seven Deadlies
(And Why They Are So Good for You)
Simon Laham
(Three Rivers Press [Crown])
Award-winning social psychologist Simon Laham uses Modern
psychological science and historical anecdotes to contend that
the “seven deadly sins” not only feel good, but are good for
you. From gluttony to greed, to envy and lust, even the
deadliest of sins can make you smart, successful and happy.
Based on many studies, Dr. Laham eloquently tells us why the
greedy are happy, the slothful are smart, gluttons are social
butterflies and how anger can make you a fearsome
negotiator.

Lowenstein controls translation
rights.

Laham has published numerous peer reviewed scholarly articles
on the psychology of morality and emotion, which have
appeared in leading journals. He is coeditor of Social
Motivation: Conscious and Unconscious Processes, published by
Cambridge University Press.

UK – Constable & Robinson
Germany - WBG
Italy – Sperling and Kupfer
Taiwan - Mufone

“Social psychologist Laham suggests the seven deadly sins can
have positive value [and] opposes the “simplistic labeling” of
[sins] as “uniformly wrong” [in this] lighthearted foray into
motivational research”
Kirkus Review

AGING AS A SPIRITUAL PRACTICE: A Contemplative
Guide to Growing Older and Wiser
Lewis Richmond
(Gotham [Penguin])
AGING AS A SPIRITUAL PRACTICE offers a new perspective on
aging, one which will help readers with the challenges and realities
of aging through spiritual teachings and practices, and highlight
the gifts and transformative possibilities aging has in store for us all.

Publisher controls
translation and audio rights.

The author’s published books include Work As A Spiritual Practice
(Broadway), Healing Lazarus (Atria/Pocket), and A Whole Life’s
Work (Atria/Pocket). Articles have appeared in such magazines as
Tricycle, The Buddhadharma, Turning Wheel, and Shambhala Sun.
Lewis Richmond trained at S.F. Zen Center and taught religious
studies at Green Gulch Zen Temple, as well as being a corporate
executive. Richmond founded the Vimala Sangha, a meditation
community in Mill Valley, California, and in 2007 he co-founded the
Shogaku Zen Institute, a Zen Priest training seminary. He leads an
increasingly busy teaching schedule of retreats and workshops on
the subject of aging spiritually, as well as online activities, which
makes for a steadily expanding public profile.

Audio – Blackstone
UK – Michael Joseph
Netherlands – BBNC Uitgevers BV
Spain – Urano
Estonia – Nebadon
Finland – Basam
France – Editions Octave
Author’s Previous Publishers
Israel – Pecker Publishing
Spain – Ed. Paidos Iberica
Denmark – Sphinx
China – Sitak Pub
Korea – Dosol Publishing
Holland – Asoka

OTHER TITLES BY LEWIS RICHMOND

THE LONGEVITY PROJECT
Surprising Discoveries for Health and Long Life
From The Landmark Eight-Decade Study
Howard S. Friedman, PhD and Leslie R. Martin, PhD
(Hudson Street [Penguin])
A 2012 Books for a Better Life Award Winner
Good Morning America
Martha Stewart Show
Fox and Friends
WNYC The Takeaway
WGBB 1240 am
The TODAY Show

Publisher controls
translation rights.
Audio - Audible
UK – Hay House
Australia – Scribe
Germany – Beltz Verlag
Sweden – Pagina Forlags
Korea – Sam&Parkers
Taiwan– China Times (Complex)
China– Contemporary
(Simplified)
Finland – Basam Books
Russia – Sophia Pub Group
Japan – Seiryu Shuppan
Bulgaria – Obsidian
Brazil - Editora Prumo (Rocco)
Serbia - Mono & Manjana
Turkey - Kultur
Romania - Litera

Nightline
CNN Morning Show
WNYC The Brian Lehrer Show
NPR OnPoint
Dr. Oz Show

Serial Rights:
Parade – cover (circulation: 32.4 m)
Health Magazine – (circulation: 2.5 m)
Elle Italia
Articles, reviews and interviews:
Health Magazine –(circulation: 2.5 m)
Reader’s Digest –(circulation: 7 m)
Better Homes and Gardens –(circulation: 7.5 m)
San Francisco Chronicle – (circulation: 1.2 m)
Life Times –(circulation: 500K)
Wall Street Journal – (circulation: 2.1 m)
People Magazine – (circulation: 3.8 m)
New York Times – (circulation: 2.4m daily)
USA Today -- (circulation: 3.3m daily)
Men’s Health – (circulation: 1.9 m)
Web MD
The Atlantic.com
"The Longevity Project uses one of the most famous
studies in psychology to answer the question of who lives
longest—and why. The answers will surprise you. This is an
important—and deeply fascinating—book."
— Malcolm Gladwell, author of The Tipping Point and
Outliers
“A compelling and objective assessment of character
traits associated with longevity. Only a handful of studies
in this field last long enough to give meaningful results,
and even fewer remain significant after their primary
investigators have passed away. Friedman and Martin
have resurrected a remarkable achievement with
surprising conclusions. I learned a lot from this book.”
— Andrew Weil, MD, author of Spontaneous Healing

THE WORRY SOLUTION:
Using Breakthrough Brain Science to Turn Stress and Anxiety
Into Confidence and Happiness
Martin Rossman M.D.
(Crown)
Rossman is one of the world’s leading authorities in the therapeutic uses
of guided imagery. This is the first book to teach readers how and why
their brains are wired for worry and how they can use both logical and
imagery-based thinking to eliminate a life-draining worry habit and
improve their problem-solving abilities.
Rossman is the author of Guided Imagery for Self-Healing (HJ
Kramer/New World Library), which won an American Health Magazine
“10 Best Books of the Year” award, and Fighting Cancer from Within:
How to Use the Power of Your Mind for Healing (Owl). He is also a regular
blogger on the Huffington Post.
Lowenstein controls translation
rights.
UK – Rider
Netherlands – Kosmos

Articles and interviews have appeared in:
USA Today
Time Magazine
Elle Magazine
Whole Living Magazine

Detroit Jewish News
Stanford Radio KZSU
KGO Newstalk AM 810

“A marvelous, marvelous book! I am amazed that it is possible
to become happier without changing anything in your outer
life. The Worry Solution really worked for me and I bet it will work
for you too!"
-- Rachel Naomi Remen, MD, Author of Kitchen Table Wisdom
and My Grandfather’s Blessings
“Letting yourself fall into what Dr. Rossman calls “bad worry”
habit is like feeding junk food to your mind. Reclaiming control
of your imagination can let you use its creativity, wisdom, and
motivational power to solve life problems and enjoy life more. I
am happy to commend you to a masterful teacher who will
teach you how to do just that.”
-- Andrew Weil, MD, Director, Integrative Medicine Fellowship
Program, University of Arizona

MEN IN BED: Everything a Woman Needs to Know About
the Good, the Bad and the Kinky
Barbara Keesling, Ph.D.
(Hudson Hills/Plume)
Written in a warm, chatty tone, one of the foremost experts on the
subject of male sexuality tells readers what to expect from their "men
in bed,” and how to respond to the issues that may come up (or
not).
Featured in several magazines, such as Psychology Today, and
Glamour, she was also the Ask the Doccolumnist for Men’s Health
and author of HOW TO MAKE LOVE ALL NIGHT (HarperCollins), THE
GOOD GIRL'S GUIDE TO BAD GIRL SEX (M. Evans) and SEX SO GREAT
YOU CAN'T GET ENOUGH (M. Evans).
Previous Titles Published in
UK, France, Spain, Italy, Argentina, Denmark, Norway, Poland, Korea,
Japan, Brazil, Germany, Greece, Japan, Hungary, Taiwan and Russia
Lowenstein controls
UK/translation/audio rights.
Audio - Audible
Thailand – Think Beyond
Russia – Exmo
Spain – Robinbook
Bulgaria – AMG
Estonia – Eram

AMAZON KINDLE DIRECT PUBLISHING EBOOKS

ALL NIGHT LONG: HOW TO MAKE LOVE TO A MAN OVER 50 (audio published by Audible)
THE GOOD GIRL’S GUIDE TO BAD GIRL SEX (audio published by Insatiable|Blackstone)
SEX SO GREAT SHE CAN’T GET ENOUGH (audio published by Insatiable|Blackstone)

NOTABLE BACKLIST TITLES
Digital publishing has afforded a great opportunity for backlist revitalization, and
Lowenstein Associates has been taking advantage of this opportunity to its fullest,
re-releasing previously published titles in ebook and audio to great success. These
titles are now enjoying a brand new readership, proving their timeless value.

THE ZEN OF RECOVERY
Mel Ash
Premier Digital Publishing (ebook)
Audible (audio)
Mel Ash shows how Zen mind and practice connect to the heart of
recovery. Courageously drawing from his lifetime of experience as an
abused child, alcoholic, Zen student, and dharma teacher, Ash
presents a practical synthesis of AA’s Twelve Steps and Zen’s Eightfold
Path.
You don’t have to be Buddhist to appreciate the healing power of THE
ZEN OF RECOVERY, which has sold over 75,000 copies in the US. The
book makes Zen available to all seeking to improve the quality of their
spiritual and everyday life. It also includes practical instructions on how
to meditate and put the book into action. Its message will help readers
live more profoundly “one day at a time.”
Praise for THE ZEN OF RECOVERY:
“The effectiveness of the Twelve Step program is
well established, but its power is vastly enhanced
when the systematic techniques of Eastern
meditation are incorporated into the Eleventh
Step. THE ZEN OF RECOVERY represents a
pioneering effort in addressing this important
issue.”
- Shinzen Young, Senior Teacher,
Vipassana Support Institute, Los Angeles

“This most exciting book brings together the
wisdom of Zen with the spirituality of recovery. It
speaks to the problems of life in an exciting,
dynamic, and practical approach—a mustread.”
- Father Leo Booth, Author of When God
Becomes A Drug

OTHER TITLES IN AUDIO BY MEL ASH
(Tarcher/Audible)
SHAVING THE INSIDE OF
YOUR SKULL
An instructive, proactive, and
highly entertaining work of
counterculture philosophy,
alternative psychology and in
your face spirituality, this book
descibes how readers can rid
themselves of limiting beliefs so
that they may experience the
fresh breezes of their
uniqueness.

BEAT SPIRIT
A book that exposes the truth
that life doesn't have to feel
standardized, predictable,
interminable or robotic for
today's new Beats. Readers
will howl with Ginsberg and
take off on the road with
Kerouac, as they discover
new frontiers of thought and
spirit with Beat Spirit.

NOTABLE BACKLIST TITLES
Gordon Thomas with Max Morgan-Witts
Premier Digital Publishing (ebook)

The spectacular story of the
world’s greatest natural
disaster ever to strike the
western hemisphere: the
1902 volcano that destroyed
St Pierre on the island of
Martinique. This book reveals
the story of a city engulfed in
flames and plunged into
terrifying darkness.

(Audio Book by Audible)
In May 1939, the SS St. Louis set
sail from Hamburg, allegedly
providing asylum to 937 German
Jews, but the voyage was,
unbeknownst to the captain and
passengers, in fact a Nazi trap.
Described by the New York Times
as "an extraordinary human
document and suspense story,"
this is the gripping, illustrated
account of the refugees' struggle
to survive.

This is the story of the San
Francisco earthquake of
1906. It contains never
before published documents
of the insurance companies,
the military and the Red
Cross to tear away the myths
and expose the real villains
and heroes.

The most important event of
World War Two. The bombing
of Hiroshima is told for the first
time from first-hand sources.
Myth and reality are finally
separated from the planning of
the mission to that moment
over Hiroshima when the
atomic age was born.

A spellbinding moment-bymoment account of one of
the most spectacular
disasters off the coast of
New York which killed more
than 130 people. Answers
the question which until now
has remained unanswered:
was it a terrible accident – or
arson?

The first complete book on the
Tiananmen Square tragedy to
date. Reveals how diplomats
from the United States, Britain
and Europe knew exact details
of the impending massacre of
the students in Tiananmen. A
vivid narrative window into
secret meetings in the Oval
Office, CIA headquarter and
the private compound of
China’s leaders. Over 100
interviewees contribute to an
untold story.

NOTABLE BACKLIST TITLES
GORDON THOMAS
Premier Digital Publishing (ebook)

Confronts the fundamentals of
Christian history, capturing the
powerful interplay between the
limits of sexuality within the
Roman Catholic Church’s
priesthood and sisterhood and
compassionate accounts of
mystic forces that make many
doubt their calling.

Her name conjures images of a
woman both passionate and
devoted, both sinner and saint.
The exact nature of her
relationship with Jesus is finally
laid to rest. Poses important
challenges to the traditional
thinking of Christianity over the
role of women.

This modern dramatization of
the known facts presents a
passionate portrait of Christ’s
life and bring new light on such
figures as Pontius Pilate, Mary
Magdalene and Mary and
Martha of Bethany.

NOTABLE BACKLIST TITLES
Stephen Carter & Julia Sokol
Audible (audio)
Kindle Direct Publishing (ebook)
Steven Carter and Julia Sokol have been writing together about
relationship issues since 1986. Their first book, MEN WHO CAN'T
LOVE (M.Evans & Co.) -- in which they introduced the term
"commitmentphobia" into the American vocabulary -- was an
instant New York Times Bestseller. Today, MEN WHO CAN'T LOVE
has almost two million copies in print worldwide. GETTING TO
COMMITMENT (M. Evans & Co.) is the follow-up to this relationship
classic.
Carter and Sokol are also the authors of the national bestsellers
HE'S SCARED SHE'S SCARED, WHAT REALLY HAPPENS IN BED, THIS IS
HOW LOVE WORKS, HELP! I’M IN LOVE WITH A NARCISSIST and WHAT
SMART WOMEN KNOW, as well as the companion book to WHAT
SMART WOMEN KNOW, MEN LIKE WOMEN WHO LIKE THEMSELVES.
These books are all known for their no-nonsense approach to
challenging relationship issues, and for their in-depth, honest,
personal interviews that shape and support the work.
Their books have been published in Brazil to immense popularity, as
well as the UK, Australia, France, Germany, Spain, Portugal,
Greece, Norway, Poland, Croatia, Turkey, Bulgaria, Israel, Russia,
Korea, Taiwan, Japan, and China.

Carol Botwin
Premier Digital Publishing (ebook)
Audible (audio)
Carol Botwin was an author and social critic whose lively and exhaustive writings on sex and
infidelity made her one of the leading sexologists of her generation. Known for her nononsense advice and compassionate irreverence, Ms. Botwin manages to transcend gender
and age in her writing. Her most popular books have been translated into more than a dozen
languages, including German, Spanish, Dutch, Italian, French, Portuguese, Greek, Polish,
Russian, Chinese, and Japanese.
The Love Crisis is a field guide to the contemporary male, and the precursor to such 1990s best
sellers as “Men Are From Mars, Women Are From Venus.” Written with wit and expertise, The
Love Crisis categorizes men according to how they behave in relationships and describes the
psychodynamics of typical lovers and husbands today.
In Tempted Women, Botwin tackles a topic still taboo to many: female infidelity. Basing her
observations primarily on 250 responses to a survey she conducted, Botwin defines types of
relationships examines the situations and psychological factors that prompt women to affairs
and suggests factors that predict whether a woman will cheat.
Is There Sex After Marriage is the answer for the millions of Americans trapped in the cycle of
low- or no-sex marriages. Contrary to the widespread cultural acceptance, sex doesn’t have
to end once the honeymoon does. Botwin brings her decades of relationship experience to
bear and teaches couples how to rekindle the fire they had in their courtship, and how to
keep it burning forever.

